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Import Social Network Comments
Social networks provide a powerful reflection of the structure and dynamics of the modern
society. Often it is not a single tweet or post that is interesting, but the reactions and interactions
of the social network users. There are many applications for analyzing user comments such as,
social movements, brand communities, marketing campaigns, political discourse, discourses on
currently relevant topics within a given community or society, understanding your audience, or
even sh*t storms.
Supported social networks are Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube, TikTok, VK, Twitch,
Discord, Steam. Below you see an imported social network conversation from YouTube on the
new 2022 Jeep Grand Cherokee. ATLAS.ti auto-codes all users. In addition, a Sentiment Analysis
has been conducted, looking for positive and negative statements.
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Analyze Parts Of Speech In Word Clouds And Lists

The word clouds and lists received a further filter option. Filtering by parts of speech allows you
to filter your data by specific grammatical elements (parts of speech) like adjectives, nouns,
numerals, pronouns, etc. Below you see an example that only shows adjectives:

More Data Visualizations
Data Visualization is a great way to simplify the complexity of understanding relationships among
data. The Sankey Diagram is one such powerful technique to visualize the association of data
elements, which we introduced in version 9. In the new version you can also create bar charts as
alternative views.
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Figure 11: Code distribution by documents in the Code Manager

If you hover over a bar, the code label and its frequency is shown. If you double-click on a bar, the
Quotation Reader opens, and you can read the data coded by this code.

Live Chat
In addition to our email and telephone support, you can now also chat with us if you have a
question or a problem. In ATLAS.ti Windows, you can access the Live Chat via the Help menu. In
ATLAS.ti Mac, you find the Live Chat option in the toolbar.

Figure 12: Live Chat window
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Figure 15: Empty state when opening a project

We have also reorganized and extended the context menus. For instance, adding code colors is
available from the code context menu.
In the Windows version, you can now also merge codes via drag & drop. Further, you can edit a
comment in the Apply Coding window and in the comment area of the project navigator and the
browsers. Previously you could only view them.
We have simplified number functions, like removing the code tree and code forest, transitive
relations in the Relation Manager, and semantic operators in the query tool. All of these are now
no longer necessary, as a true hierarchy for codes is available. Being able to simply select a
category to retrieve all the quotations of its subcodes has made the semantic down operator
obsolete. Selecting multiple subcodes and retrieving their quotations has made the sibling
operator obsolete.
And last but not least, a secret favorite for at least some of us on the team – the new project
bundle icon in the Mac version. Isn’t it adorable?
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